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Summary

An analysis of Soviet source material indicates tha t the Soviet au-
thorities have devoted great attention to shelter construction since the
inception of the shelter program in the 1950s. By the early 1960s, a
considerable shelter capability had been achieved in industry , public
buildings, schools, institu tes, and new apartm ent buildings, as well
as in the subways in Moscow and Leningrad , which U.S. observers in
the Soviet Union learned to identi fy in l%2. In the 1960s, while
shelter construction continued at industrial enterprises and public
buildings, the Soviet authorities decided that it was too costly and
difficul t to provide the entire urban population with blast shelters and
came to rely primarily on pre-attack urban evacuation as the method
for protecting the population In the 1970s, however, the Soviet civil
defense program has again focused on slicker construction , with the
stated aim of providing shelter protection for the entire population in
the event that there is insufficient time to carry out the evacuation.
Soviet sources indicate that this program is being implemented in
urban as well as rural areas.

The Soviet shelters vary according to their purpose, hardness, ~nd
the sophistication of the filter-ventilation systems, as well as suitabil-
ity for long-term occupancy . Soviet shelter types include extra-hard ,
multistory underground bunkers for use as government and military
command posts and for the protection of the elite; multistory base-
ment or large detached shelters for use as production facilities by
defense-related industries and in conjunction with party, govern-
ment and military headquarters; basement and detached shelters for
protection of personnel in industry , public buildings, schools and
institutes and large apartment buildings; hasty blast shelters in cities
to supplement permanent protective structures, and various types of
simple fallout shelters in rural areas , which are equipped with simple
sand-gravel filters . High quality concrete with a compression ratio of
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5,680 psi to 7,100 psi is used in the construction of permanent shel-
ters. Basement shelters have heavily reinforced concrete roofs, 1-3
feet thick , usually supported by pillars 18 feet apart , and walls 2-4 feet
thick. Hasty blast shelters are often built of prefabricated reinforced
concrete blocks, 2-3 feet wide and high , and 5-6 feet long, which are
placed in excavations and covered with 2-3 feet of earth. According to
Soviet sources, depending on the purpose and location , the basement
shelters are hardened for 1-10 kg/cm 2 (i.e., 14.2-142 psi) blast over-
pressure and provide a radiation attentuation factor of 1,000. Hasty
shelters are hardened to 28.4 psi, with a radiation attenuation factor
of up to 550. Shelter capacities in basement and detached shelters
range from 50 to 1,000, and much more in the case of subways or
adapted mines. Considerable interest is shown in dual-purpose shel-
ters for use in peacetime as underground garages, restaurants,
laboratories, and manufacturing. Use is also made of adapted under-
ground pedestrian walkways and transportation tunnels.

While permanent shelters are equipped with filter-ventilation sys-
tems, sometimes supplemented with air regeneration units and bot-
tled oxygen, reserves of drinking water and toilet facilities, only in-
dustrial or shelters for the elite are provided with a prestocked supply

•of food. The lack of such food reserves in apartments, schools, insti-
tutes and other shelters will limit the time of occupancy . Generally,
the Soviet shelter system appears to be planned for an occupancy of
one to five days, since it is expected that the occupants will be rescued
and evacuated to safer areas in this amount of time following an
attack.

Soviet sources indicate that the amount of ready shelter space is
growing, both as a result of the compulsory addition of shelters to
new buildings, and as a result of compulsory construction of hasty
shelters during the course of the comprehensive exercises which have
been held since 1973 througjiout the USSR. Despite Soviet public
attempts to deny the significance of the Soviet civil defense program
for the U.S.-USSR strategic balance, leading Soviet spokesmen
admit publicly at this time that “methods of protecting the population
and the national economy against attacks” are “constantly being im-
proved.”
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S • •• The Soviet Civil Defense
Shelter Pro gram

Introduction

~~~
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CCORDING TO SOVIET civil defense spokesmen, “the shel-
tering of the popu lation in protective structures is one of the impor-
tant methods of protection against the casulaty-causing effects of
weapons of mass destruction,”1 i.e., nuclear, chemical and bac-
teriological weapons. Indeed , not only do Soviet authorities assert
that “the preparation of shelters is a matter of great importance for
the state,” but they make clear that the protection of essential ele-
ments of the population and of industry is a fundamental require-
ment for the successful waging of a nuclear war and the attamment of
victory .2 The priorities attributed to shelters in the post-World War II
Soviet CIVIl defense program have fluctuated, depending in large

• ‘M. N. Titov, P.1. Egorov and B. A. Alabin , Grizzhdanskaia Oborona, (Moscow: Vys-
shaia Shkola. 1974~, p. 33.

2See Leon Gouri, War Sj ~rvivaI in Soviet Strategy: USSR Civil D4ense, Monographs in
International Affairs (Coral Gables: Center for Advanced International Studies, Uni-
versity of MIami , 1976), pass im.
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measure on Soviet investment capabilities. It is evident , however ,
that in the 1970s the shelter construction program has been moved to
the fore as the main method for protecting vital production and the
population in the event of a sudden outbreak of a war or a rapidly.
escalating crisis. This increased emphasis on shelters appears a logical
development , given Soviet reliance on a first counterforce strike
strategy and the leadership’s desire to be able to cope with a rapidly
escalating crisis which would not provide sufficient strategic warning
to implement more time-consuming civil defense measures.

Soviet Views on the Need for Shelters

Shelters have been a part of the Soviet civil defense program from
its inception in 1932. While during World War li the population used
simple bomb shelters, i.e. basements and slit trenches, more elabo-
rate facilities had been built for the elite, in particular, the adaptation
of several subway stations and tunnels in Moscow for the use of the
leaders in the Kremlin. Immediately after the war a debate took place
over the utility of shelters as a means of protection against nuclear
weapons. It is reported that “the use of shelters was questioned and it
was suggested that they did not meet modern requirements.”3 This
view, however, was judged to be “extreme,” an d the decision was
made for the MPVO, or Local Anti-Air Defense, as the organization
was then called, to develop a shelter program for protection against
nuclear weapons effects.
Major attention was paid to shelter construction in the 1950s . The

MPVO specifie d at that time that the protection of the population
“from all means of attack from the air” was to be achieved in “struc-
tures specially built or adapted for this purpose,” i.e., detached and
basement shelters in factory , public and apartment buildings, as well
as subways and other existing underground structures. 4 In the 1950s
all plans for new buildings required the approval of the MI’VO au-

~Lieutenant-General C. Malin, Sovetskaia Rossiia. June 5, 1968.
4Uchthno-Metodicheskoe Posobie ~0 Provedeniiu Trenirovok i Pr iemu Norm “Gotiw k PVC) ”

1-i S tsipen i (Moscow: DOSAAF, 1959), p. 32. See also, Colonel-General A. 1. Altunin ,
‘Pri ncipal Stages and Directions of Development of USSR Civil Defense,” Voenno-
!storicheskii Zhurnal , No. 11, November 1976, pp. 39-47.
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thorities , and all industrial or large buildings were required , as a rule ,
to be equ i pped with shelters.~
By the eariy 1960s there was a good deal of hard evidence that a

considerable amount of shelter space in factories as well as public and
a partment buildings had been built , and that the Moscow and Lenin-
gra d subways had been equi pped with concealed blast doors at the
entra nces to the station plat forms and in connecting crosswalks . 6 An
ongoing debate in the U.S. at that time concerning the existence of a
Soviet civil def ense progr am was largely resolved when, in 1962, U.S.
military attaches and newsmen visited the Permanent Civil Defense
Exhibit in Moscow and learned how to identi fy the telltale external
features of Soviet shelters, namel y their emergency exits , which are
normally located at some distance from the building housing the shel-
ter. Commenting on his visit to this exhibit , New York Times corre-
spondent Seymour Topping reported in March l%2:

The above ground extensions of shelters non ’ identifiable have been
found to be numerous in Moscow . Travelers have seen them in other
Soviet citieS too. . . . These installations can be seen in the courtyards at
various distances from public buildin gs. ’

Simi l iarl y, the Reuters correspon dent wrote that

The exhibit showed that in a construction program after the war an
extensive system of shelters in basements of office and apartment build-
ings was laid out.5 

-

At the same exhibit , the correspondents learned to recognize the
concealed blast doors in the subways, being shown a Soviet film
which revealed how “steel doors wou ld be lifted into place by
hydraul ic jacks to sea l off a rched entra nces to the platforms.
Unfortunatel y, wit h the rotation of U .S. Em bassy personnel and
new smen , the knowledge of how to recognize Soviet shelters
was subsequently lost by Americans stationed in Moscow.

SGourt.. Civil Defense in the Soviet Union (Berkeley: University of California Press ,
~962), pp. 79-i tO.

‘ibid . See also Gouri, Testimony before Subcommittee No. 3 ol the Armed Services
Committee of the House of Representatives. June 17, 1963.

‘The New Yt ’rk Times , March 23, 1962. IEmphasis added.l
Washington P o~I , March 25, 1962. lEmphasis added. I

‘The New York Times, March 23 , 196 2.
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Despite extensive shelter construction during this period , the au-
thorities came to recognize that the effort to provide effective protec-
tion against “all casualty-producing effects” of nuclear weapons for
the entire population in high risk areas was slow and costl y. Con-
sequently, in the late 1950s it was decided to rely primaril y on pre-
attack urba n evacuation and dispersal as the best means for protect-
ing the majority of the urban residents , and to give priority in shelter
construction to those essentia l workers and employees who would be
required to remain in the cities in order to maintain vital industrial
production and services, as well as for the politica l , administ ra tive
and military elite. ’0 Thus, while shelter construction continued in the
1960s, and spokesmen claimed that the Soviet leadership was devot-
ing a great deal of attention to it ,” it was also said that

To create them for the entire population of the country requires enorm-
ous resources and man y years of intensive work. As yet , this is not
within the capability of any, even the most developed country , to do . ’2

A thorough reassessment of the Soviet civil defense program was
undertaken in the early 1970s, resulting in a major shift in Soviet
views on requirements for shelters. The USSR Chief of Civil Defense,
General of the Army A. 1. Altunin , who had been appointed to that
post in 1972, announced in November 1973 tha t “decisive chan ges
have taken place with regard to maximum use of all available en-
gineering structures in the interest of protecting the population .”3
The following year Altu nin explici tly called for USSR civil defense “to
be constantly prepared to shelter the entire population in protective
structures.”4

‘°Altunin , “Principal Stages,” Voenno-l ~toricheskii Zhurnal , No • 11, November 1976,
pp. 43-44; Marsha l of the Soviet Union V . 1. Chuikov , Grazhdanska ia Oborona v Raketno-
ladernoi Voine (Moscow: Atomiz da t , 1968), p. 16.

°Chuikov, lzves tiia . June 15, 1968; Gouré, Soviet Civil Defense Revisited 1966-1969. The
RAND Corporation, RM-6113-PR, November 1969, pp. 22-27.

‘W . A. Beliavskii, Grazhdanskaia Oborona , Vsenaro dnoe Delo (Moscow: Atomizdat ,
1968), p. 9. See also M. V . Kachulin, Beseda Naseienieni o G razhdanskoi (Jborone (Mos-
cow: Atomizdat , 1970), p. 32.

°Sovetskii Patriot , November 21, 1973.
1mAltunin, “An Important As pect of Training,” Uchitd ’skaia Gazeta , August 22, 1974

(emphasis addedi; and in Liudi i Dela Gra zhda nskoi Obiirony (Moscow: Voenszdat , 1974),
p . 9.
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Soviet spokesmen have advanced various exp lanations for this shift
in emphasis to shelters. Altunin himself has pointed to the increase in
“the accuracy of delivery of nuclea r weapons” and in their yields , and
asserted that  “the task of civil defense is to raise to the maximum the
reliability of the protection of the population from the first hour of a
war under an y conditions of its ~ i.e., under conditions
where there would be insufficient warning to carry out the pre-attack
evacuation of the cities. Therefore, Altunin argued that the construc-
tion of such shel ters, which he acknowled ged to be a “dif ficult task ,”
was essential , and presumabl y no longer too costly or impractical.
Altun in also claimed that the earlier primary reliance on the evacua-
tion of urba n residents had been forced upon Soviet civil defense by
the lack of sufficient “reliable shelters” and the long lead time re-
quired to build them in larg e numbers , but he suggested that this
situation had changed and that it had become possible now to shift
the emp hasis to shelters for everybod y. ’6 Other Soviet spokesmen
argued in 1975 that an enemy might attempt to deliver pre-emptive
strikes on the Soviet Union or carry out a surprise attack , and that
there might not be sufficient time to imp lement the evacuation of
urban residents.

Now , when there has been further development and improvement of
nuclear missiles and strateg ic aviation , in case a war breaks out the
aggressor may attempt to deliver a forestalling nuclear attack.
Under these conditions , the time period for performing protective dvil
defense measures may be extremel y limited , especiall y those for carry-
in g out dispersal and evacuation. Consequently, toda y a plan for shel-
terin g the population in protective structures has been broug ht to the
fore as the most reliable one for saving the lives of peop les f rom n uclear
missiles. ”

Soviet officials told the same story to Finnish civil defense officials
during the latter’s visit to the Soviet Union during the summer  of
1973. According t~~ one of these officials:

In recent yea.~ ever-increasing attention has also been paid to shelter
protection. Consequentl y, after 1970, the construction of shelters has

“Altun in , Liudi i Dela Grazhda nskoi Obor ony, p. 9.
“Altun in , “Pnnci pal Stages,” Voenno-lstor icheskii Zhur nal , No. 11. November 1976,

p. 45.
“K. C. Kot lukov , K. S. Oglobin , and A. I. Sgievskii , Grazhdan skaia Oborona V~hera i

Segadnia (Moscow: Atornizda t , 1975), cited in JPRS . Translations on USSR M,l ita n~ Af-
fairs , GUO 32/76, J ul y 8, 1976, pp. 19-20.
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increased and the desi gn of radiation shelters a nd construction of pro-
totv pe shelt er s are carried out at present ovvr  all the country . 8

The increased emp hasis on shelter s is reflected also in the ac t iv i t y
reports of local civil  defense chiefs.  For examp le , the Chief of the Civil
Defense Staff of the L i thuan ian  Republic wrote in 1q74 that  in the city
~‘t \‘,l’ nj us “the tasks of constructing dugouts and shelters for work-
ers and emp loyees are being successfull y carried out in many of the

tv ’s plants. ”9 The Chief of the Civil Defense Staff of the Uzbek
Republic asserted ti ’ it “the main attention will be devoted to the
onstruct ion of shelters and various covers. ”20 The Chairman of the

l~~e’~ut ive Committee of the Baku City Soviet (i.e.,  council) wrote that
‘the question of the construction and maintenance of protective

structures has become especiall y important. ”2 ’ It was reported that in
the Turkmen Republic “particular attention was paid to the organiza-
hon of the population ’s protective facilities [i.e., shelters], the keep-
ing in readiness of existing shelters and covers and those under con-
struc~io n . ”22 It was noted in the Kirgiz Republic that  “a great deal of
attention is being devoted to the construction of shelters. ”23 In
Novembe r 1976 the Chie f of the l . i thuanian Civil Defense Staff de-
clared that “as in previous years , pr inci pal attention was paid to the
building of protective structures. ”24

The increased focus on shelters in recent years does not mean that
urban evacuation and dis persal have been dropped from the Soviet
civil defense program. As is noted in a 1975 civil defense manual , “the
greatest effect in the protection of the population is achieved by com-
bining the methods of [protection in] shelters with dispersal and
evacuation of people to sa fe areas in the out-of-tow n zone. ’ ‘2 S Indeed ,
Soviet publications continue to report further work on evacuation

‘5Erkki M’ântvvaar a , t,’,sestósuoi~elu Lehti (Helsinki), No. 2, 1974.
‘9 Major -General S Stalausk.~’.. “To I mprove Civil Defense ,” Komniun ist (Vil ’ nius ),

No 11 , Novem ber 1974 , p. 73.
20Ma~or-General S. Akhund zhan ov , “Each of Us Must Know How and Be Able To , ‘ a

Pra vda V~ toka , Febru ary 21 , 1975.
2 1 A .  Mamedov . “To l earn to Lead , ” Voen ny r Znan iia . No. 8, August 1974, p. 22
‘1N. t.ysoc , I n the Civil Defense Organization , ” Turk,nens.kaia hA,s , June 12 , 1’~74
23M. Fakhru t dinov , “h,rmabon of a Defense Fund ,” Sa, ’etskaia K,r ,~:ziia , Jul y 27 , 1976.
‘4Stalauska s, Radio Vil ’nius , November 26, 1976.
lsk ot luk ov , et a!., Gr azhdanskai a Oborona Vchera , p. 20.
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plans and the preparation of rural areas to receive and shelter
evacu ees , the holdin g of evacuation exercises in various parts of the
Soviet Union , and the instruction of the population in evacuation
procedures.

Improvements in evacuation procedures parallel the increased em-
phasis on shelters. In 1973 the Soviet authorities introduced a pro-
gra m of evacuation on foot of “a significant portion of the urba n
population . . . in organized columns , according to the appropriate
schedule and along pre-planned and previousl y prepared routes ,”26

and they have dropped the earlier requirement for the pre-departure
registration of , and the issuing of passes to , evacuee~,2’ in order to
accelerate the rate of evacuation and solve the transportation prob-
lem.

The willingness of the Soviet authorities to invest in a greatl y ex-
panded shel ter constructio n program indicates not onl y the impor-
ta nce which they attribute to civil defense in general as a part of the
overal l Soviet defense and war- fighting posture , bu t also a decision to
increase the f lexib il ity of Soviet civil defense capabilities, so as to be
prepared for war under any condition of its initiation .

Characteristics of Soviet Shelters

Since the 1950s, the Soviet Union has built a variety of types of
shelters and has also adapted various underground structures for
shelter purposes. The types of shelters range from heavy, multistory
underground bunkers, to basement shelters and hasty blast shelters
in urba n areas and at industrial installations , to simp le fallout shelters
in rural areas. It is specified that

The plans provide that  workers and employees of major cities and
i mportant national economic installations who continue to work in war-
t ime as t he basic production force are to be provided with cover in
shelters which will protect them against all destructive effects of nuclear
weapons . I n addition , at the appearance of a t h reat of enemy attack , it

2 .lhi d
2’(’ olonel A. Zaitsev , “The Fir st  Lessons: Th~ Time Has Come to Glean Them from

(‘omp les 115&’rcist’ s Alread y Held at Production Facilit ies , ” V&nni~’ Znanii a , No. 6, J une
1976 , p. 18.
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is possible to use as shelters basements, deep underground fac i l i t i es
and structures adapted for this purpose. 25

In the rural areas fallout shelters are “set up in basements, cellars ,
vegetable storage cellars , mines, shaft s and natural  caves ,”2 9 or in
specially bui l t dugouts or trenches covered wit h earth.

Permanent shelters in potential target areas are either detached
shelters or are built into the basements of buildings during their con-
struction or renovation. Detached shelters are usuall y built at enter-
prises where no renovations are planned in ‘he near ’future, or where
special ground conditions exist making it ine:.pedient to build base-
ments in buildings .3°

In the 1950s and part of the 1960s, Soviet buildin gs were frequentl y
made of brick. They were u’ ual l y four or five stories hi gh and
equipped with shallow basements. Increasing ly, however , the prac-
tice has been to construct buildings of prefabricated reinforced or
prestressed structural concrete units , and for public and apartment
bui ldings to be nine or more stories hi gh , with deeper basements. In
1976, the Soviet Union produced 117 million cubic meters of such
prefabricated concrete sections. Of th is total , some 19-20 million cubic
meters were in prefabricated reinforced concrete wall sections and
rein forced concrete blocks used in underground construction such as
tunnels and mines as well as shelters, and some 26 mi ll ion cubic
meters were of sectional prestressed concrete. 3’ Soviet cement pro-
duction , which in 1976 amounted to 124 million metric tons, is
planned to reach 143-146 million metric tons by 1980. 32 As a rule ,
structural reinforced concrete units used in shelter construction are
made of high quality cement. Soviet concrete is graded from 100 to
600, each grade representing the amount of compression the particu-
lar grade of cement can stand , expressed in kg/cm 2 , wit h shelters
usuall y being built of components made of 400-500 grade concrete

21Kotlukov et a !. , Grazhdanska ia Oborona Vchera , p. 20.
29lb id.
“Fa khru t dinov , “Forma tion of a Defense Fund ,” S ovetskaia K:rgiz:ia . Jul y 27 , 1976.
“Central Statistical Admin istra ti on of the USSR Council of Mj ni~ters , N arodnts ’

Khozia istvo SSSR v 1974 go du (Moscow: Stastika, 1975), p. 2h3 . “Results of the State
Econom ic l’Ian for 1976,” lzves!j ia, January 23, 1977.

“Osnovn ye Napr tn ’len i ia Razz ’i tiia Narodnogo Khoziaisft ’a SSSR na 1976-1980 godi, (Mos ’
cow: Politizdat , 1975), p. 41; lzv&iia , Janua ry 23, 1977.
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(i.e., with a compression ratio of 5,680 psi to 7, 100 psi). 35 Has’.y blast
shelters are built primaril y of reinforced concrete blocks , 2-3 feet
thick , and 4-5 feet long, or concrete plates or panels up tc 15 cen-
timeters thick.

Depending on the purpose, the walls of detached and basement
shelters are from 0.5 to 1.2 meters thick , and more in the case of
specia l shelters. The roofs of basement shelters are designed to be
able to bear the weight of the collapsed building above , most often
being made of either prefabricated reinforced plates or cast rein forced
concrete , 12 centimeters to 50 centimeters thick. In shelters 12 or more
meters wide, the roof will usually be supp orted by pillars of rein-
forced concrete every six meters. In some cases, a layer of sand is
placed between two layers of reinforced concrete plates. In the case of
detached shelters , the roof plates will be covered by some three feet of
earth.

The hardness of the shelters varies considerabl y. A 1972 Soviet
manual states that the shelters must be able to withstand blast over-
pressures of 1-10 kg/cm 2 (i.e., 14.2 psi to 142 psi). 34 Special shelters for
key defense industry essential storage and command posts may be
designed for considerably greater hardness.35 Other manuals , how-
ever, cite different fi gures for standard Soviet shelters. Thus, some
say that shelters are hardened in the range of 0.5 to 5 kg/cm 2 (7.1 psi
to 71 psi), or to i t o  3 kg/cm 2 (14.2 psi to 42.6 psi), and that hasty blast
shelters should withstand 0.5 to 3 kg/cm 2 (7.1 psi to 42.6 psi) over-
pressure. 36 It is noted that a shelter hardened to 1 kg/cm 2 (14.2 psi)

‘~Central Sta ti stical Administration of the USSR Council of Ministers , Nar odnoe
?o,ozia istvo SSSR t’ 1975 godu (Moscow: Statistika , 1976) p. 790. In 1975 the Soviet Union
produced 22.2 million metric tons of 300 grade cemen t , 73.4 million tons of 400 grade
cemen t , 21.9 million tons to 500 grade cement , and 329 th ou sand tons of 600 grade
cement. Ihsd.. p. 277.

‘1’ C. lakubovskii , Gra~hdanskaia Oboro,,a (Moscow: Prosveshchenie , 1972), p. 26.
“The New York Times , January 1. 1977. According to Majo r General Keega n . former

Ass istant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Hea dquarters IJSAF , some of the u n derground
command posts identified by intelligence around Moscow are estimated to be hardened
to 1,~t~) psi. a

‘5N P. Krechetnikov , N. P. Olavianishnikov , Grazhd an~kaia Oborona na Mashino-
Stroitel ’nykh Pr edprf iat iiakh , 2nd edition (Moscow: Mashinostroenie , 1972), p. 27; A. A.
Gromov and N. P. Krechetnikov , Grazhdanskaia Oh,,rona P ro mysh!ennogo Ohek ta (Mos-
cow; Atomizdat , 1975). p. 35; F. I . Ostroukh, Stroi te! ’slvo Bystro r ’ozvodimykh Ut’ezhishch i
Protivt ’radiatsionnykh Ukr’4tii (Moscow: Voenizdat , 1972), p. 4; and “From Prefabricated
Construction.” Voen nyc Znanna. No. 8, August 1972, pp. 25-26.
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S.
will survive with no damage to the shelter the overpressure generated
by the detonation of a one megaton ground burs t nuclea r weapon at
2.8 to 3 kilometers from ground zero, and that shelters hardened to
2 to 3 kg/cm 2 (28.4 psi to 42.6 psi) will survive at 1.5 to 2 kilo meters
from ground zero. 37 Permanent blast shelters are said to usuall y pro-
vide a radiation attenuation factor of 1,000. It is also said that a layer
of one meter of earth over the roof of a detached shelter will provide
this level of radiation attenuation.

The size of shelters ranges from a 50-person capacity to over
1,000-person capacity. Basement shelters in apartment houses gener-
ally appear to be built with a 150 to 300-person capacity, calculated on
the basis of a minimum of 1.5 cubic meters (53 cubic feet) or 0.5 square
meters (5 square feet) per person where the height of the shelter is 2.2
meters. 38 As a rule, shel ters at industrial enterprises must have suffi-
cient space for one workshift. 39 Shelters designed to protect produc-
tion facilities, be they multistory basement shelters or detached shel-
ters, will presumabl y have sufficient space for machinery and equip-
ment in addition to one workshift .

The Soviet authorities also recommend a dual purpose use of shel-
ters. Thus, according to Altunin:

The solution of the problem of providing the population with anti-
nu clear shelters is made easier by the possibility of building dua l -
purpose shelters which in peacetime can be used as garages , stores,
movie theaters , temporary storage areas , and by various agencies of
DOSAAF and Civil Defense (for rifle ranges, classrooms, ex hibits) .4°

Indeed , it has been the practice to rent out shelters for storage or for
laboratory space, for use as cloakrooms or as classrooms, 4’ However ,

“Kachulin , Beseda s Naselen iem, p. 26.
3aTitov el al. , Grazhdanskaia Oborona . p. 34; F. G. Krotkov , Meditsinskaia Sluzhba

Grazhdanskoi Oborony (Moscow: Meditsina , 1975), in JPRS , Trans lations on USSR Milita ry
Affairs . No. 1141, May 9, 1975, p. 25.

15Titov , et .-L , Gr iuhdanska ia Oborona . p. 33; N. I. Akimov and V. C. ll’in ,
Grazhdanskaia Oborona na Obektakh Sel’ skokhozsai sf vennogo Pro czvo4stva (Moscow: Kolos. a
1973), p. 171.

40A ltunin , Liud, i Dela Grazhdanskoi Oborony, p. 9.
41 Fakhrutd inov , “Formation of a Defense Fund ,” Sovetskaia Kirg izila . July 27, 1976;

I . A. Onufr i yev and A. S. Danilevskii, Sp rar ’ochnik lnzhenera -Stro itelia (Moscow: Stroiz-
dat , 1970), cited in J PRS, Translations on USSR Milita ry Affairs , No. 1240, Jul y 14. 1976. p.
2; 1. Trudov , “The Place of Training—The Shelter ,” Voennye Znani ia . No.3, March 1975,
p. 26.
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the conditions are that  the shelter equipment be maintained in work-
ing order and that it can be cleared for occupancy in a cou ple of hours .

Soviet sources indicate that efforts have been made to adapt under-
ground garages , rifle ranges and canteens for shelter purpost.s .’2
There are also instructions on how to adapt pedestrian and transpor -
tation tunnels for shelter purposes.43 In addition , the deep subway
systems in Moscow , Leningrad , Kiev , Thilisi , Baku and Kharkov have
been ada pted for shelter purposes.

Permanen t blast shel ters are a lso characterized by their filter-
ventilizatio n systems and are classified according to their  degree of
independence from external air. The ultimate type is a totally self-
contained system which makes no use of external atr but relies en-
tirely on air regeneration and enrichment from bottled compressed
oxygen. (A standard oxygen balloon has a 6-cubic meter capacity.)
Such system s presumab ly would be used onl y in special cases where
it is intended to provide maximum protection for the shelter occu-
pants. The nex t type is called a system of “pure air , ” which makes
partial use of external air , but also includes blast attenuators , carbon
monoxide scrubbers , heat absorbers, dust filters , milti-can nister
chemical f i l ters , and in addit ion , air  regeneration sys tem s
supp lemented by bottled ox ygen or air. ’4 The more common type is
called a “ filter-ventilation ” system , and is composed of blast at-
tenuators, dust filters and electric or manuall y-operated multi-
cannister chemical filter-fans. This system relies entirely on external
air. In addition , there are various types of dust filters and sand-gravel
f ilte rs, as well as bicycle or hand-ope rated fatis for use in blast shel-
t~. :s or simple fallout shelters. 45 In 1973, the production of a new

~2 lu .lu.  Kammerer and A. F. Kharkevich . l ksp lua tatsii a Ubezhz~t i ,h  Cra ~hdan~ko:
L) bor ony (Moscow: Stroizdat . 1970). p assim; S. Karandaev and N . Seliver stt ’v . “Practice
at the Instal lations, ” Voennye Znan, ia , N o. 7, Ju ly 1976, p . 15; Lieutenant-Col onel
N. Moskvichev , “With Confidence in People,” Voennyt ’ Znannu. No. 11, Novembe r
1976 , p. 34.

‘3Kamme rer and Kharkevich , Eksplua ta ts iia , pasri m
“Titov , et at., Grazhdanskaia Oborona , pp. 37-40; A. Sudakov an.d A. Tsu rikov , “Ai r Is a

Life ,” Voennye Znaniia , No. 6, June 1972, pp. 25’27; Sudakov , Zash chita Naselen,,a at
Radio aktivnykh Osadkov (Moscow: Atomizdat , 1973), pp. 39-4 I.

‘~Onuftiy ev and Danilevskii , Sp r avochnik . p. 9; Kach u lin , Be.ceda s Naselen,em , p. 58;
D. I . Shuvyrin , Zashch i ta Naseleniia—.Clavnaia Zadacha Gra zhdan skoi Oborony (Moscow;
Graz hdanskaia Oborona , 1970), p. 18; P. 1. Egorov , I . A. Shliakhov and N. I. Alabin ,
Grazhdan skaia Oborona (Moscow: Vysshaia Shkola , 1970), pp. 200-206; V. Culiaev ,
“Onl y to Complete the Equipping , ” Voennyc Zna niia , No. 6, June 1973, pp. 32-33.
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electric low-pressure fan for ventilation systems in small capacity
shelters was an nou nced.46 Large shelters may have diesel electric
power generators to provide power in the event of a breakdown of
the electrical system.47 The “pure air system” is said to provide 7 to 20
cubic meters of air per person per hour , while the “filter-ventiliation ”
system provides at least 2 cubic meters of air per person per hour. 48

The minimum norm is 2 to 5 cubic meters per hour per person for
short-term shelter occupancy (i.e., up to 12 hours), and 7 to 20 cubic
meters per hour per person for long-term occupancy .

In order to guard against contamination of the air in the shelters, as
well as to protect the entrances against blast damage, the shelters are
equipped with hermetically-sealing metal doors edged with rubber.
There are several types of such doors: cylindrical convex doors with
concrete filling, cylin drical concave metal doors , metal plate doors
with wheel or plate wedge locking mechanisms.4’5 Generally, these
doors are either 0.8 x 1.8 meters or 1.2 x 2 meters, depending on the
size of the shelter , and have 15.-centimeter-high thresholds.5° Usually
the shelters will have double metal doors at entrances forming an air
lock (1.4 x 1.4 meters or 1.6 x 1.6 meters), and with the doors at right
ang les to each other. In addition, the air pressure in the shelter will be
kept higher than the externa l air (approximately 5 to 7 millimeters on
a water-air pressure reading set), to prevent the seepage of toxic gas
and smoke into the shelter , and to insure the proper functioning of
the air exhaust.

Permanen t shelters, especially those under buildings must be pro-
vided with one or more emergency exists, in the event that the shelter
en.rances are blocked by debris. These emergency exits , usually in
the shape of square concrete structures 0.9 x 0.9 meters, or circular
ones with a diameter of 0.9 meters and 1.2 meters high, and an
opening on one side, normally covered with wooden louvers , mu st
be located at a dista nce from the nearby building equal to one-half of
the height of the building plus three meters, in order to reduce the

~‘Engineer-CoIoneI V. Chebotarev , “Electric Low-Pressure .” Voennye Znanii a , No. 7,
July 1973, p. 36.

41Titov , f t  a l . , Grazhdanskaia Oborona , p. 39.
“Ibid., p. 38-39.
“Onutri yev and Danilevskii , Sp ravxhnik, pp. 16-17.
‘°Kammerer and Itharkevich , Eksp luata tssia , p .  10.
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danger of it being buried under debris. The exit is connected to the
shelter by a vertical shaft and a tunnel 0.9 x 1.3 meters or 1.2 x 2
meters in height and width, and sea led at the shelter end with double
meta l doors.5’ The exits may also house the air intake for the filter-
ventilation system and the blast attenuator. The emergency exits , as
noted , are the most visible external indication of the presence of a
nearby shelter. As a rule , these exits are located in the courtyards or
nearby squares or parks, rather tha n on the street side , where the
width of the sidewalk is usually insufficient for the required length of
the exit tunnel . Detached shelters do not necessarily have emergency
exits, since they usually have more than one entrance , and are suffi-
ciently far from buildings to avoid being buried under debris. Some-
times detached shelters are connected with the nearby building by
tunnels.52

All shelters intended for prolonged occupancy are equipped with
toilets and water. In the event that the external water and sewage
pipes are destroyed , the shelters are also provided with a reserve of
drinking water and septic tanks or other types of containers for
waste.53 Large shelters may have their own wells.54 The shelters must
also be equipped with radio receivers, telephones, dosimeters, flash
lights, fire extinguishers, shovels, picks and buckets. Soviet publica-
tions describe two types of remote reading radiation indicators for
determining external radiation levels from the shelters. One type ,
Model DP-64, is battery powered and operates in the follow-up
mode, which provides an audio and ligh t signal when the level of
gamma radiation reaches 0.2 rads per hour. 55 The other , a radiation
wter , type DP-36, measures gamma radiation on four scales: 0.1-1
rad per hour, 1-10 rads per hour, 10-100 rads per hour, and 50-500
rads per hour.56 This device is also mounted on vehicles for radiation
surveys.

~‘Thov , et a t.. Grazhdanskaia Oborona , pp. 36-37.
~~~~~~ esample , see D. Solovev , “In Counted Seconds,” Voennyc Znani ia , No. 12,

December 1976, p. 31.
‘3Titov, el a) .. Grazhdanskaia C*orona, p. 39; Kammerer and Kharkovich , Eksp luata tsiia,

pp. 63-68.
‘4Onufri yev and Danilevskii. Spravochnik. p. 7, Kammerer and Kharkevich ,

Eksp luutatsi ia . p. 66.
“The DP-64 Indicator Signalling Device.” Voennye Znaniia , No. 2, February 1976,

p. 24.
“Radiation Meter DP-36,” Voennye Znaniia , No. 4, April 1976, p. 49.
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Considerable attention is paid to the planning and design of hasty
blast shel ters , making use of various precast reinforced concrete
structural components , such as pipes with a diameter of 1.5-2 meters,
as well as reinforced concrete blocks 2-3 feet thick and plates or steel
plates. 57 Normally, such shelters are built in a trench with a right
angle or straight ent rance and blast doors, and the concrete structure
is then covered with 2-4 feet of earth. As was noted , such shelters are
estimated to be able to withstand from 14.2 to 46.8 psi overpressure .

The wide variety of fallout shelters is designed primarily to provide
effec ti~ e protection against radiation , rather than blast overpressure.
Basements in one-story houses or semibasements can be adapted by
bricking in the windows and banking earth against the walls , as well
as by placing 1-2 feet of earth on the floor above and reinforcing the
ceiling with several upright beams. This is said to increase the attenu-
ation coefficient by 300.” For dugouts and covered trenches, use can
be made of round timber , boards, bricks , sheet meta l, fascines, and so
on, covered with 2-3 feet of earth, The degree of radiation attenuation
will vary (between 10 and 550), depending on whether the shelter has
straight or r ight angle entrances , and whether 1, 2 or 3 feet of earth is
used as cover. According to Soviet publications , such a shelter with a
right an gle entrance and covered with 60 centimeters (i.e. 2 feet) of
earth , will provide at its center a radiation protection fa ctor of 550.~’5
Waterproofing of such shelters is accomplished by means of covP”ng
the roof and walls with layers of 20-25 centimeters of pressed clay a~
well as tarpaper , and digging a gravel-filled drainage trench under the
cen ter of the shel ter. ° In addition fallout shelters should be provided
with a reserve of drinking water and food,6I presumably allowing
3.5-4 liters of water per person per day. 62
One significant factor, according to Soviet sources, is the speed

with which hasty blast and fallout shelters can be built in an

57(Jstrnukh , Str oitel ’stvo, p. 4; also, “From Pre-fabricated Parts ,” Voennye Znaniia , No.
8, August 1972, pp. 24-26; and “Where There Is . . . . “ Voennyc Zna niia , No. 1, januar y
1974, p. 24; Voennyc Zianiia , No. 5, May 1975. p. 39; takubovskli , Gruzhda nskai a Oborona ,
p. 30.

“Akimov and lI’in , Grazhda nskaia Oborona na Obektakh , p. 174 .
“Titov , et Al., Graz hdanskaia Oborona , p. 41.
‘°Akimov and ll’in , Gr azhdanskaia Oborona na Obektakh , p. 176.
“Titov , et at. , Gr,zzhdanskaia Oborona , p. 41.
“5Krotkov , Meditsinskaia Sluzhba, p. 22.
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emergency in rural areas and small towns. Where possible, construc-
tion will be carried out with the use of mechanized equipment , such
as bulldozers , mechanical shovels, motorized cranes, and so on. The
time required for the construction will vary with the size of the shelter
and of the construction force employed, as well as with the
availability of pre-stocked building materials. According to Soviet
sources, adapting a basement for occupancy for 6-7 persons will re—
quire 5-6 hours with a work force of 6-7 persons; a separate shelter
built from round timber for 25 persons can be built in 12-16 hours by a
14-man work team; shelters made of large concrete drainage pipes or
ducts with the use of a 10-12-man work team and employing earth-
moving equipment and a cra ne, for occupancy for 50, 100, 150 and 200
persons will require 28, 47, 60 and 70 hours of construction time,
respectively; shelters built from large metal pipes 60-70 meters in
length require approximately 30 man-hours to complete; adapting a
vegetable cellar for occupancy for 20-30 persons will require 90-100
man-hours; and a factory basement for occupancy for 200 persons,
approximately 24 hours; the adaptation of a mine to a shelter for the
occupancy of 7,000 persons required 114, man-hours.

Soviet Views on Dura tion
of Shelter Occupancy

While noting that in the U.S. planning for shelter occupancy may
be as much as two weeks, Soviet doctrine does not prescribe a genera l
fixed duration of occupancy .63 Instead, it is said that “the duration of
stay in blast or fallout shelters depends on the rate at which local
radiation declines.”~ In essence, Soviet doctrine envisages the ear-
liest possible transfer of shelter occupants to nearby undamaged
buildings or their evacuation to safe areas, ta king into account that
the permissible one-time dose of exposure to radiation should not
exceed 50 rads.

According to Soviet instructions , the area of radioactive contamina-
tion is divided into three zones: the zone of light radiation , or Zone A,

‘1Krotkov , Med ,ts in~kasa Stuzh tsz. p. 20.
“Suda kov , Zash chitu . pp. 55-56.
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wh~ r, ’ ~; thu outside border line the level of radiation is 40 rads and
the do’~u i ,~t ,  one hour after the nuclear detonation is 8 rads per hour ,
and a t t u r  nours is 0.5 rads per hour; the zone of “strong ” contami-
nation , or Zone B, where the outside border line has a radiation level
of 400 rads and the dose rate one hour after the detonation is 80 rads
per hou r and af ter 10 hours is 5 rads per hour; and the zone of
“dan gerous” contamination , or Zone C, where at the outside border
line the level of radiation is 1200 rads and the does rate one hour after
the detonation is 240 rads per hour and after 10 hours is 15 rads per
hour. 65 It is said , therefore, that people in Zone A will be able to leave
the shelters in ten hours and return to their homes,~ ’ but should not
leave the latter for more than four hours during the first day. In Zone
B people should remain in the shelters up to three days and then not
leave their homes for more than three-four hours a day for the next
few days. In Zone C, people will remain in the shelters for three to
five days.6’ Soviet manuals note , however , that at a radiation rate of
240 rads per hour one hour afte r the detonation , it will require a week
for the rate to decline to a level of 0.6 rads per hour , and that a rate of
610 rads per hour one hour after the detonation will require four
weeks to decline to a level of 0.4 rads per hour.”

The length of time that individuals will be able to remain in the
shelters will depend on a number of factors. A critical question affect-
ing the duration of shelter occupancy will be whether the external
water and sewage systems are destroyed. If they are destroyed , shel-
ter occupants will depend on the reserve water supp ly and septic
tanks in the shelter , which are like ly to be adequate for onl y a short
time, i,e., onl y a few days at most. The reserve facilities in permanent
shelters of industria l enterprises required to maintain production in
wa rtime, and in command posts and shel ters for the elite may be
better , but it is doubtful that they would suffice for more than two
weeks of occupancy. Of course, where external water and sewage
systems are not destroyed and the shelters are equi pped with water
wells, the duration of occupancy would not be similarl y restricted.

“Titov , et a!.. Gra -hdanska,a Oborona . p. 25.
“Krotkov , Methts inska ia Sj u.zhba, p. 20. According to Titov , Ct a) ., p. 68, people should

remain in the shelters “up to one day . ”
“Titov , et a !., Grazh danskai a Oborona, p. 68.

Egorov , et at., Graz!u~anskaia Oborona , p. 82.
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Anot her factor which may limit the duration of shelter occupancy is
the availability of food reserves in the shelters. There appea rs to be no
uniform requirement for maintaining specific amounts of food stocks
in the shelters. Soviet manuals indicate that basement shelters in
apartment buildings are not normall y prestocked with food. Civil
defense instructions to the population specif y that when taking cover
in such shelters the people should take along a three-day supp l y of
food. It is possible , however , that if time permits , additional food may
be stored in such shelters. 69 The same problem faces persons taking
cover in the subwa ys, tun nels , underground pedestrian walkways ,
and so on. In the case of shel ters in factories and large institutions ,
the food problem appears to be solved by making use of supp lies
belonging to the canteens and restaurants of the factories or institu-
tions. This is especially true in t he case of shel ters designed for long-
term occupancy, which are said to be provided with reserves of
food.’° For examp le, Li the cou rse of a large scale shelter exercise in
the town of Lytkarino, near Moscow , it was reported that “the work-
ers and employees” took cover in shelters which had been provided
with “a long-term supply of food and drinking water.” As was
noted , it is also recommended that some food and water be stored in
fallout shelters, which would be easiest to do in the case of single
fami ly shelters, bu t less practical in the case of public shelters. The
limitations on the food supply suggest that even with strict rationing ,
people in apartment house basement shelters would probabl y not be
expected to remain there for more than five days. The maintenance of
discipline in the shelters in regard to food and water is one of the
responsibilities of the civil defense shelter teams.

In assessing Soviet views on the likely duration of shelter occu-
pancy, it should be kept in mind that one of the primary functions of
the massive post-strike operations of Soviet civil defense forces is the
rescue and evacuation of persons in surviving shelters in the zone of
nuclear damage. Such operations will include efforts to decontami-
nate passages into the disaster area and to the shelters. Of course, the

“Krotkov , Med, ts,nskai a S!uzhba, p. 111.
“Ibid.; F. ll’ia~ov , “When Acting with Sell-Assurance ,” Voennye Znan iia , No. i i .

Nove m ber 1976, p. 26.
“Captain V. Zhitar enko , “Civil L)efense Readiness,” !(r &cnaia Zvezda , January 21.

1976.
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actions of the rescue teams themselves will  be constrained by the
existing levels of radiation. It also appears that , as in the case of other
Soviet civil defense measures, so in the matter of capabilities for
long-term shelter occupancy, the authorities clearl y favor those ele-
ments of the population which they believe to be most valuable to the
state.

Shelter Construction
and Availability

There is good evidence indicating that , since the 1950s, the Soviet
Union has built shelters in conjunction with the overwhelming major-
it y, if not all, industria l enterprises , including those producing con-
sumer goods, and that a great many shelters have been built in pub-
lic , office , and communist party buildi ngs, schools and institutions of
higher learning, research facilities, stores and apartment buildings . It
seems highly probable that there is read y shelter space for at least one
wor kshi ft at most or all industrial enterprises. The Soviet practice of
digging deep foundations and constructing basements in multistory
buildings greatl y facilitates the construction of shelters or the conver-
sion of basements into shelters. The evidence indicates that in the
1970s, if not before, the earlier rule requiring the approval by civil
defense sta ffs of all construction plans and the compulsory construc-
tion of shelters in new factories, office buildings and large apartment
houses has been reestablished ~72

Soviet publications mention the existence of shelters in all parts of
the Soviet Union . These include not only large cities, but also smaller
towns and collective or state farms. For examp le, the issues of the
monthl y journal Voennye Znaniia for the year 1976 mention shelters in
thirty different localities in the Soviet Union , with additional ones
being reported in the newspapers, such as Red Star and Soviet Patriot.
A detailed description of civil defense activities at the Moscow First
State Ball Bearing Plant , published in 1975 in 243,100 copies, reports

“See Colonel V. Postrigan’, “The Dj re~tor Led the Exercise , ” Voen nyr Znaniia , N o. 6,
J une 1975, p. 36; A. Bogachev, “Wha t Can Be Foreseen , ” Voenn~~ Znanüa , No. 7, J ul y
1975, p. 23.
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not only the availabil i t y of shelters at the plant but plans for the
construction of additiona l ones for the workers ’ settlement and dur-
ing the course of t he renovation and modernization of the p lant , as
well as the bui lding of a “large underground pedestrian passage-
shelter , ” of a vehicular tun nel and underground garage to be used as
a shelter; the “ada ptation of all available basements in production and
resid ent ial  buildings as shelters”; the construction of underground
wells and reservoirs and compressor stations , etc. ~ In Moscow con-
struction is in progress on large multistory underground comp 1t~xes of
stores , warehouses, garages , transportation tunnels and walkways
and service areas , which , in all probability, will be adapted for shelter
pur poses. 74 Published Soviet accounts of exercises also report the
wides pread existence of read y fa llout shelters at collective and state
farm s, in some instances with sufficient space for urba n evacuees.
Possibl y indicative of progress made in developing read y shelter
space capacity is the account of an exercise held in 1975 in the town of
Lytkarino (population about 40,000) near Moscow , where a test alert
in one district with a population of some 14,000 is said to have dem-
onstrated that there was sufficient read y shelter space for everyone. 75

In order to expedite the availability of ready shelter space, the Chief
of USSR Civil Defense , Altunin , urged that advantage be taken of the
stepped-up civil defense training program instituted in 1973, in order
to build more hasty shelters as a part of the training exercises. He
wrote that

In the course of the preparation and execution of comp lex factory exer-
cise’.. it i ’.~ obligatory to carry out the forced-drift constructi on of protec-
tive structures and t ra in ing  sites. 76

He proposed that these h ast y shel ters be progressively ini proved and
stren gthened , in order to “graduall y” transform them “into rea l per-
manent protective installations ,” and that the exercises a lso be used
to carry out the “ada ptation of cellars and basements into fallout

“Gromov and Krechetnikov , Gra zhdan skaia Ohorona Pr omyshIe nn o~o Obekta . passim.
,.sPr avda , August 23, 1971; A. ltlo kh iri , “Underground Streets ,” I:z ’esti :a , .‘\ pri l 10,

1974.
“kra sna,a /vezda , January 2 1, 1976; S,n ’et~kii Patr iot , September 6, 1976.
“Altunin , “O n the Bas,’~ of What Has Been Achieved ,” Voenni ,’,’ Zna niia , No. 10,

October 1975, p. 4 .
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shelters .” One reason for taking advant ~ge of e’xercises for this pur-
pose is that  the “comp lex ” exe rcises whickl are now part of the stan-
dard t ra in in g  program are of two or three days ’ durat ion , w i th  the
first phase usuall y lasting one day and simulating conditions under a
“threat of war” alert , during which the program calls for the construc-
tion of hast y shelters to supp lement the ready permanent shelter s . 78

Photogra phs published in Voennye Znaniia of such h asty shelter s
show them being built of large reinforce d concrete blocks in deep
excavations. 79 Soviet descriptions of the exercises frequentl y mention
the constriction of such shelters , which the population is taug ht h w
to build.  The exercises also serve to speed up the comp letion of shel-
ters already under construction. 8°

Soviet commentaries indicate , however , that the shelter construc-
tion progra m has not been completed at this time. Whil e the number
of read y shelters is reported to be increasing from year to year , 8’
Soviet publications cite instances where shelter construction is pro-
ceeding very slowly or has been delayed. For examp le , the First Sec-
retary of a city district committee of Baku , Azerbaidzhan SSR , com-
plained in August 1975 that “at some enterprises ” not all is well “in
building up the inventory of protective structures and their mainte-
nance. ”82 The Chairman of the Latvian SSR Council of Ministers
wrote in February 1976 that “there is no point in concealing the fact
that until recently cellars, basements and underground facilities at
certain collective farms were not adapted for the protection of the
population and food supplies . ”83 The inspection of shelters leased for
use as storage or for production reveals instances of violation of the
r~~ ta! terms , resulting in damage to the filter-ventilation units or the

“It” d .\ j tun ir , , rbe Main P~rection ,” Voennye Z,,a,ui a , No. 12 , December 1973, p. ~~.

“Ma,or.( .eneral 0 Ntkolaiev, “Organizational Princi ples ~or Compre ’h ensivt ’ F s cr .
cisg’s at installat~pns; How to Prepare f or and Conduct Such Exercises , Voenn~e
Z~,’ ,,u N,  1, M.,rch 1976 . p. 18.

“Vov’nn,,,, Znan,ia, N~ S. May 1975. p. 3’~, a nd No. 9, September 1975 , p. 21.
°Zait.. ,.v , The l ,r ’.t Lessons,” Voennyr Znan iia , No. 6, June 1976. p. 18.

~ F or e’s.amplt’, see 1) . Fanyan , “To Find Support in the Aktiv , ” Sovt’tsk a,a Mol da, ’i,a.
October 10, 1975, “t,,lauskas, Radio Vil’ni us, Novembe r 26, 1976.

sIN. Na dihafov . “According to .i Thorough Plan. ” Voenny e t na niia , No. 8, August
I97~ . p. 17.

~‘lu , lu .  Rube n , “Concern (or a Hi gh Degree of Readiness Sove ’t~ku Pa triot , Fehru ar ~’
4. 1976,
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blocking of entrances , which would delay the prep aration of the shel-
t er s for occupancy . 84 The conduct of the Soviet exercises also reveals
tha t  the local civil defense staffs  are given advance warning ,  so that
they have  time to bring the shelters into a state of readiness before the
start of the exercises.

Obviously, the availabilit y of sufficient shelter space tor the “en-
t i re ” urban population is not onl y a question of numbers of shelters ,
hut also ~s1 their location , so as to insure that the population can be
protected effectivel y , regardless et the time of day and the movement
of people. Altunin indicates that this is a goal of the Soviet civil
defen se program , hut does not set any date for its completion. Even

5
~N K.ilin no a nd I’ Gorbunov , I a ku ( art ’ , ‘I th~. I ‘rutt ’u 11% ,  I ,uculi t it ’s . ‘‘ t ‘, ‘u ’ii H 5,

/.nan,Ia. Nu ’ 5. Augu st 1’~7i... p. 21.
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so , irdications are that a considera ble fun d of read y shelter space is
presentl y in existence , and that it is being added to at an accelerated
rate. Thus, even while criticizing the concern over Soviet civil defense
in the U.S . as a “provocative campai gn ” and a “propagandistic bal-
lyhoo,” Army General A. I . Radzievskii , Chief of the Frunze Milita ry
Academy admitted in January 1977 that civil defense “methods of
protecting the population and the national economy against attacks”
are “constantl y being improved. ”85

‘5L,tea ’aturnasa Cazrta , Janu a ry 19. 1977 .
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